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ABSTRACT 

The Markovian Arrival Process {MAP) is a tractable, versatile class of Markov 

renewal processes which has been extensively used to model arrival (or service) 

processes in queues. This thesis mainly deals with the first two moment matrices of 

the counts for the MAP. We derive asymptotic expansions for these two moment 

matrices and also derive efficient and stable algorithms to compute these matrices 

numerically. Simpler expressions for some of the classical mathematical descriptors 

of the superposition of independent MAPs also are derived. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis deals with some descriptors of a useful class of random point 

processes. It is the initial stage of a larger study aimed at quantifying the effects of 

additional input streams on a single server queue. We first briefly review the basic 

properties of the Markovian Arrival Process (MAP). For this model, earlier studies 

of the classical mathematical descriptors of the process have been mostly restricted 

to the case when the stationary process is considered in a time interval starting at an 

arbitrary time or at an arbitrary arrival. These descriptors therefore record only the 

"average" behavior of the process. To remove this restriction on initial conditions 

means that we no longer have explicit analytic expressions for these descriptors; in 

particular there are no explicit expressions for two moment matrices: M^t) and 

M2(t). We derive expressions for asymptotic expansions of these matrices and show 

how these can be used to study the asymptotic behavior of the process under 

different initial conditions. We derive efficient and stable algorithms to compute 

these two matrices numerically. 

If the MAP being studied is the superposition of independent MAP s, then 

direct computation of descriptors of the process has two disadvantages: one, we 

may have to work with large matrices, and that we may lose sight of the properties 

of the component processes. By deriving simpler expressions for some descriptors 

of the superposition, we show how these disadvantages are overcome. 
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The MAP is a particularly tractable, versatile class of Markov renewal 

processes which has been extensively used as a model for arrival (or service) 

processes in queues. Detailed discussion may be found in Lucantoni [3], Lucantoni, 

Meier-Hellstem and Neuts [2], and Neuts [5], Neuts [6]. The Markovian Arrival 

Process is defined as the point process generated by the transition epochs of the in

state Markov renewal process with transition probability matrix 

X 

F(x) = | exp(Dou)du Dx, for * 2 0. (1) 

The square matrices D0 and Dj have the following properties: 

a. D0 + Dl=D,&n irreducible generator. 

b. D0 is a nonsingular matrix with negative diagonal elements and nonne-

gative off-diagonal elements. 

c. Dx is nonnegative. 

The PH -renewal processes is a special MAP. To illustrate: 

a. An Erlang renewal process of order three is represented by the parame

ter matrices 

-1 1 0 0 0 0 

D0 — Ao 0 -1 1 , D\ = Xo 0 0 0 

0  0 - 1  1 0 0 
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b. A three stage hyperexponential renewal process is represented by 

Dn = 

-Xi 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 -Xi 

D, = 

XjOCi X1OC2 X.1OC3 

XjOJ ^(*2 ^2^3 

X3OC1 X3O2 ^jOJ 

A generalized form of the MAP, allowing for group arrivals is the Batch 

Markovian Arrival Process (BMAP). A detailed discussion of the BMAP can be 

found in [3]. The BMAP is defined by the parameter matrices 0 and the 

matrix 

D  = Z D k  
*•0 

(2) 

is an irreducible infinitesimal generator. The matrix D0 thus governs transitions that 

correspond to no arrival and Dj governs transitions that correspond to arrivals of 

batch size j. Let us denote by N(t) the number of arrivals in the interval (0,t). The 

(i,j)-th element of the matrix P(njt) is defined by 

Prvffi - n • J(f > • i I *<°> = °- - 0. (3) 

where /(<) is the phase at time t. Then it is well known that the matrix generating 

function P*(z,t) defined by 
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P*(zj) - 2 P(nj)z", for I z I £ 1, (4) 
a-0 

is explicitly given by 

P*(zJ) = exp[D* (z)f], for I z I £ 1, t 2 0, (5) 

where the matrix generating function D*(z) is defined by 

D*(z) = £ D„zH, for I z I £ 1. (6) 
M-0 

The matrices D\ and D\ are defined by 

*>i - 2 =D*\\), and D'2 - 2 n2D„ = D*"<1) + 0*'(1). (7) 
••1 «•! 

Next we shall review the basic properties of the BMAP. Classical 

mathematical descriptors of the BMAP may be computed using matrix-analytic for

mulas, which we shall review. In plotting the graphs of various descriptors, we shall 

use two specific examples. These are: 

a. MAP (I) is an Erlang renewal process of order three defined by 



Dn = 

-3 3 0 

0 - 3  3  

0  0 - 3  

b. MAP (2) is defined by 

D, = 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

3 0 0 

D0 = Ao 

-10 5 4 

0 - 1 0  

0 0 -100 

Di - Ao 

1 0 0 

0.5 0 0.5 

10 0 90 
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CHAPTER 2 

BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE MARKOVIAN ARRIVAL PROCESS 

The stationary probability vector of the irreducible generator D will be 

denoted by 0. The following are some well known properties of the BMAP. 

a. The stationary version of the BMAP is obtained by choosing 0 as the 

initial probability vector of the Markov renewal process. For the examples, 0 is 

given by 

0 = [ 0.333 0.333 0.333] (Example a.) 

and 

0 = [ 0.1504 0.7519 0.0977] (Example ft.) 

respectively. 

b. The fundamental rate X* of the stationary point process is given by 

X* = 0oJe. Throughout e is a column vector of ones. Both examples will be nor

malized so that X* - 1. The BMAP of rate X* can be normalized to have rate one, 

merely by replacing Dk for all k by X*~lDk. In Example b. this is achieved by set

ting Xq = (10.67)"1. 
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c. We introduce the row vector c and the column vector d by 

c = 0Dj(ee-£>)-\ and d = (eO -

which recur in most of our formulas. The probability vector of the phase immedi

ately following an arrival is given by 

6^ =X*",t-0Do]. (8) 

The Palm measure, H(t) = E[N(t) I arrival at t = 0], the expected number 

of arrivals in an interval (0,0 starting from an arbitraiy arrival epoch, is given by 

the formula 

= + Qarr[I - exp(Dr)]d. (9) 

Upon differentiating in (9) we obtain the Palm density. Fig. 1 shows the 

graph of the Palm densities for Examples a. and b. We may rewrite (9) as 

H(t) = - K* + e^d + 0„[eO - exp(D/)]d. 

Since the last term tends to 0 as t -»««, the linear asymptote h(t) of //(•) is given 

by 

(10) 
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d. In the stationary version of the process the mean number of arrivals in 

an interval of length t is X* t and the variance Var[W(r)] of that count is given by 

where = 6Dje. By noting that c[eO - exp(D/)]d tends to 0 as f -><*>, we simi

larly obtain the linear asymptote v(r) of Var[W(/)]: 

The dispersion function /(*) is defined by E[W(Or!Var[W(f)]. Graphs of 

Wai[N (r)] or / (r) are widely used in applications to illustrate the variability of the 

number of events in a stationary process over an arbitrary time interval. Fig. 2 

shows the graph of /(/) for the examples. 

e. The density f(t) of the distribution of an arbitrary intenurival time is 

given by 

Var [iV(0] = [A** - 2X*2 + 2cD\e]t - 2c[/ - exp(D/)]d, (11) 

v(0 = [X2* - 2X*2 + 2oD\t]t + 2(X'2 - cd). (12) 

/(0 = O^expCD^X-Do^- (13) 

Fig. 3 shows the graphs of /(*) for the examples. 

/. The covariance Cov(v;a) of the counts in the intervals (0a) and 

(va.va + a) is given by 
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Cov(v;a) = c[/ - exp(Dav)]d, v £ 1. (14) 

Vai[N (a )]"'Cov(v;a) is the correlation coefficient which will be denoted by pa(v). 

Figure 4 shows the graph of pa(v) for the examples. 

g. The exponential peakedness function z^OO is the ratio of the variance 

and the mean of the number of busy servers in an infinite server queue to which the 

arrival process is hypothetically offered. A general discussion of peakedness may be 

found in Eckberg [1]. In terms of /?(s), the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the Palm 

measure //(f). z„p(H) is given by 

zBip0i) = l+/?0i)- ,̂r. (15) 

Fig. 5 shows the graphs of z^OO as a function of 

In communications engineering the peakedness functional is used as a 

descriptor of second order properties of a point process. We note that this function 

if just another way of displaying the infonnation contained in the Palm function 

//(). 

Although in both examples the fundamental rate is one, it is clear from 

Figs. 1-5 that there is marked difference between these two processes. In the Erlang 

renewal process, arrivals are fairly regularly spaced, whereas in MAP (2) there is 

wide variability in arrival rates; arrivals may occur in clusters, and the process is 
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more complex overall. These characteristics are brought out in the graphs. Qearly, 

each of these descriptors reveal some useful information about the process. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE MOMENTS OF THE COUNTING FUNCTION FOR THE BMAP 

Let X(t) denote the state of the BMAP at time t. We define the (ijyth ele

ment of the first and second factorial moment matrices Mx{t) and M2(t) as follows: 

[Ml(OV0) = W)l X(0) = i, X(t) = j]P {X(0 = j I X(0) = I}, (16) 

[W2(OVy) = E[N(tXN(t) - 1)IX(0) = /, X(t) = j]P [X(t) = j \X(0) = i). (17) 

It is well known (see, for example, [5]) that Mx(t) and M2(t) satisfy the 

differential equations 

M[ (0 = M ,(f)D + e*&pt)D\. M ,(0) - 0, (18) 

Mi(t) = M2(t)D + 2Mx{t)D\ + exp{DtYPl -D\), M2(0) = 0. (19) 

Upon postmultiplying by exp(-Dr) in (18) and integrating, we obtain the 

formula 

I 
Mt(t) = | exp(DM)Dlexp[D(r - u)]du. (20) 

Similarly upon postmultiplying by exp(-Dt) in (19) we get 
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M2'{t}a<t(rDt)-M#)Dtxp(rDt) (21) 

= 2Mi(f)Z>!exp(-Df) + exp{DtYPl - D])exp(-Dt). 

Upon integration it follows that 

i i 
= 2|Mi(u)D\wp[D(t - u)]dii+| txgHDuyp\ - Dj)exp[D(f-u)]dn 

I U 
= 21|exp(Dv)Djexp[D(u-v)]dv D\exp[D(f-u)]du (22) 

< 

+1 exp(D«X£>2 - £>J) exp[D(r-u)]du. 

Formulas (20) and (22) will be used to derive asymptotic expansions of 

the matrices Mi(t) and M^t) respectively. We will show that Mx(t) has a linear 

asymptote in that there exist constant matrices A0 and Ai such that 

A/i(f) = A0 + Att+ OQf* *2r+1), (23) 

and that M^t) has a quadratic asymptote in that there exist constant matrices 

So, B i and B2 such that 

M2(t) = B0 + Bit +B^2 + 0(e^vt3r+2), (24) 

where -ii is real part of T|*, the non-zero eigenvalue of D with maximum real part, 
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and 

r is the multiplicity of n*. 

First we prove some preliminary results. The result in Lemma 1 is well-known. It 

is repeated here for completeness. 

Lemma 1: As t -* «> we have the asymptotic formula 

exp(D/) = e0 + O (25) 

Proof: Writing exp(Dt) in its Jordan canonical form, we get 

1 0 0 

e x p =  0 0 

0 0 

where Ji is the Jordan block for the eigenvalue ij* of multiplicity r. The matrix H has 0 

as its first row and the matrix H~l has e as its first column since 0 and e are the unique 

nonnalized left and right eigenvectois corresponding to the eigenvsdue 0 of D. Therefore 

exp(Dt) = eO + , where 
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A(f) = 

0 0 

0 eil' 

0 0 J* 

We observe that for any Jordan block Jj of order m, corresponding to the eigen

value T); , 

eJ>'=en''mZ t'Ajt, (26) 

where the Ay are constant matrices. 

If A(f) has n Jordan blocks, then it follows from (26) that 

=  i e*' V  
i-l *-o 

(27) 

where the Bm are constant matrices. If ri* is die non-zero eigenvalue of D with largest real 

part having multiplicity r, then since the eigenvalues occur in complex conjugate pairs of 

the same multiplicity within each pair, it follows that 

| eO-exp(Dt) | <KitTe**, 

for some constant positive matrix Jfj. • 

(28) 

The integration formula, see Neuts [7], 



| exp(Du)du as eOr + [/ - exp(D/)](e0 - D)~l, 
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(29) 

will be iiequently used in this section. A fiuther integration fonnula is established in the 

next lemma. 

Lemma 2: 

i 
| vexp(Dv)dv = yt2e0 - r[exp(Z)f)(e0 - D)~l - eO] + [/ - exp[(DO](eO - Z>)"2.(30) 

Proof: 

i i 
| vexp(Dv)dv (c0 - D) = yf2e0 -1 vexp(Dv)ZMv 

i 
= y/2e« - /exp(DO +1 cxp(Dv)dv, (31) 

which upon substituting for the last integral from (29) and postmultiplying throughout by 

(e0 - D)-1 yields (30). • 

Theorem 1: The matrix My(t) has a linear asymptote Af i(f) given by 

M,(t) = X* »e0 + d8 + ec - 2X*e0. (32) 

Proof: We rewrite (20) as 

i 
A/j(<) = | {e0 - exp(Du)}Di {e0 - exp[D(t-u)]]du - X* re0 (33) 
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i i 
+1exp(Du)du OicO + eOD| |exp(Du)du. 

Applying the triangle inequality to the first tenn and using Lemma 1, we obtain the follow

ing inequalities which hold element-wise: 

< 

| (eO-exp(D«)} | D\ | {e0-exp[Z>(f-ii)]} | du 

I 
< | K\D\Kle"^"- u)rdu (34) 

I 
- KxD\Kie-^ | ur(t - u)rdu < KlD\Kxe-^ii,*x. 

We make use of (29) to perform the necessary simplifications for the last two 

terms in (33) and we get 

| M\(t) - X*re0 - [/ - exp(D/)]d0 - ec[/ - exp(D/)l | < K^ ̂(35) 

Writing [/ - exp(D/] as [/ - e0] + [e0 - exp(Df] and using Lemma 1 we get 

| M,(r) - X*te0 - ec - d0 + 2X*eO | 

< + ecK^r + Kx dOe-1"*' < , (36) 

where K2 = K\D\Ki + ecAT, + AT,de. 

Therefore 
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M,(0 = X* reO + ec + dO - 2X'e0 + O(e"»»M> • (37) 

In the next two lemmas we establish further integration formulas needed in dis

cussing the asymptotic expansion of 

Lemma 3: 

i 
f Mf(u)du = y^Vee + ;[d0 + ec - 2X*e0] + (3X*e0 + (eO - D)~lD\(eO - D)~\38) 

- ec[/ + (eO - D)"1] - [/ + (e8 -Dr'jdG} + 0(t*+le^v). 

Proof: 

I I u 
| Mi(u)du = | du | exp(Dv)DJexp[£>(«-v)\dv (39) 

I l-v 

= | exp(Dv)Dj dv | exp(Du)du. (40) 

Upon integration carried out explicitly with the help of Lemma 3 and fonnula 

(29), we get 

i 
£Mt(u)du = t{e0f + [/ - exp(DO](eO -D)-l)D\tO (41) 

{jf2e0 +1 [e0 - exp(DO](ee -D)~l + [l- exp(D/)](e0 - Dr2)D\eB 

+ (eOt + [/- exp(Df)](e0 - D)_I}Dl(ee - D)~l- M,(f)(e0 - D)"1 
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Upon substituting the terms on the right hand side by their asymptotic expansions, 

we get 

X*f2e0 + t[l - e0](e0 - D)~lD\eQ + 0(«HV|r+I) (42) 

- ̂XVeO -[I- e0](e0 - D )~2D J e0 + 0(e^V+1) 
mt 

+ ect + [I - eO](eO - D^D^ee - D)~l + 0(e^tr) 

- [X*re0 + ec + d0 - 2X*e6](ee - D)~l + 0(e^vt2r+1). 

Upon simplification and since «^/2r+1 is the dominant term among the 0-terms, 

(38) follows. • 

For convenience we define the vectors cj and d2 by 

c2 = e(p\ - DjKee - D)-\ and d2 = (eO - Dy\D*2 - Z>J )e. (43) 

Lemma 4: 

i 
|txp(Du)(D\ -D\)cxQlD{t-u)]du (44) 

= X^eSt + cc2 + d20 - 2X^eO + O (e"  ̂t**), 

where X2 = 0(0$ - D1 )*• 

Proof: This is the same asymptotic expansion as used for Mj(f) but with D\ 
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replaced by D\-D\. The stated fonnulas follow by routine calculations. • 

Theorem 2 : Af2(f) has a quadratic asymptote given by 

M2(f) = X* VeO + f[2X*de + 231* ec + ee[2c£>Je - 6k*2 + A^]] (45) 

+[eO[12Jt*2 - 2cd - 4cDje] - 4X*d0 - 4X*ec + 2dc - 2X* [(e0 -£>)-1d0 + ec(eO - D)"1] 

+ 2[ecDi(eO - D)~l + (eO -D)_1old0] + [ec2 + d20 - 2X26©]]. 

Proof: The second integral in (22) has been already evaluated in Lemma 4. The 

first term can be rewritten to get 

< 
2|A/,(«)Dlexp[D(f-n)]d« = (46) 

I I 
2|MAuW'itBdu -21M\{U)D\(eO-exp[D(f-u)]}du. 

Hie first integral can be obtained in a routine manner using Lemma 3. To obtain 

the second integral, we substitute M{(u) by its linear asymptote. The enor in substituting 

the linear asymptote can be shown (using method similar to proof of Theorem 1) to be 

0(f3r+2e"iv). After performing the necessary simplifications, the dominant term among the 

O -terms is found to be O (t3r+2e~iv) and we obtain (45). • 

In Chapter 5 we shall show how the asymptotic expansions of the factorial 
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moment matrices are useful in studying various descriptors of the MAP for different initial 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SUPERPOSITION 

In this section we study the descriptors of the supeiposition of independent MAP s 

with single arrivals. If [Do(l), Dj(l)] of order m, and [DfP), D ,(2)] of order m2 are the 

parameter matrices of two independent MAPs with steady state vectors 0(1) and 0(2) 

respectively, it is well known that the supeiposition is also an MAP with the parameter 

matrices Do and D i and the invariant probability vector 0 given by 

Z>o = DoO)®0o(2) and D, = 0,(1)00,(2), (47) 

0  = 0 (1) 0 6 (2), and e  =  e (l) ® e (2). 

The symbols O and Q denote respectively the Kronecker product and sum of two 

matrices. 

To evaluate descriptors of the superposition, such as the variance of N(t), disper

sion function, the Palm measure, the density of the interarrival time distribution, the renewal 

density and the peakedness, the formulas involve square matrices of order m,m2 resulting 

in considerable computation time. Simpler expressions for these descriptors can, however, 

be obtained by careful conditioning of the various events in die process. We illustrate this 

method for a few descriptors. Graphs of these descriptors for the supeiposition of MAP (I) 

and MAP (2) are shown in Figures 6-10. 
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Let us denote the descriptor for the i-th process by superscript (/)• We define the 

quantity p, as the probability that an arbitrary arrival is from Stream i. Then if A<*) is the 

fundamental rate for the i-th process, for a supeiposition of k MAPs obviously 

Pi = *<*•)( Z 
j. i 

By independence of the two processes, the variance Var[W(01 the dispersion 

function 1(f) for the supeiposition are clearly given by 

Var[tf(f)] = Var^MO] + Vai^A^r)]. (48) 

m = [(Vi) + ̂ r'tVarW^fr)] + Vai^tf (/)]}. (49) 

Fig. 6 shows the graph of /(f) for the supeiposition. 

Theorem 3: For the supeiposition of two MAPs, the Palm measure H(t) is given 

by 

H(t) = p ,[//«>(0 + Xp;] + p2[H<*Xt) + (50) 

Proof: By conditioning on the arbitrary arrival at time t - 0 and using the law of 

total probability. • 

Fig. 7 shows the plot of the supeiposition Palm density obtained by simply 

differentiating in (50). To derive a simpler expression for the density of the interanival 

time distribution, we first define the conditional probabilities au, al2, a2\ and <122 35 fol

lows: 
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an = Prob. that starting with an arrival from Stream 1, there is no arrival from 

that stream in the interval (0,0, 

= Vo'eiOPexptoMe,. (51a) 

ai2 = Prob. that starting at an aibitnuy instant, there is no arrival in the interval 

(0.0 from Stream 2, 

= 02exp[Df>/]e2, (51b) 

a21 = Prob. that starting at an aibitnuy instant, there is no arrival in the interval 

(Oj) from Stream 1, 

= e^xptD^tJe,, (51c) 

a22 = Prob. that starting with an arrival from Stream 2, there is no arrival from 

that stream in the interval (0,1), 

-X^ejDPexpID^rlej. (51d) 

Theorem 4: The density f(t) of the distribution of an aibitraiy inteianival time 

is given by 

/(O = [fm(t)a i2 + [OjexpfD^ODPealfli,} Pi (52) 

+ + [6iexp[Df )r]D/1)eI]a22) Pi-
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Proof: Let us first condition on the arrival at time t = 0. Let it be from Stream 

1. Then /(I)(f)«i2<ft.and [02exp[Df]D eja i idf are the respective elementary condi

tional probabilities that die next anival occurs in die interval (fjt + dt) from Stream 1 and 

Stream 2 respectively. Thus the first term within die parentheses in (52) is the conditional 

density of f(t) given that the initial arrival is from Stream 1. We obtain an analogous 

expression by conditioning on the anival at time / = 0 to be from Stream 2. Since 

p i and p2 are the respective probabilities that the anival at time 0 is from Stream 1 and 

Stream 2, we obtain the stated result by the law of total probability. • 

The density /(f) for the superposition is shown in Fig. 8. 

Theorem 5: The exponential peakedness Ze*p00 for the superposition of two 

MAP s is the weighted average of the exponential peakednesses of the individual processes, 

the weights being proportional to their fundamental rates, that is. 

Proof: Taking the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the Palm measure in (50) and 

replacing s by ji, we obtain 

(53) 

and substituting this value of in (6) we get 
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which when rewritten in tenns of the individual exponential peakednesses gives the stated 

result • 

The supeiposition pealcedness z^Oi) is shown in Fig. 9. 

Let us consider two intervals of length a separated by a distance va (v 2 1), hav

ing counts N\ and N2 respectively of the number of events in the stationary version of the 

MAP. The following theorem relates to the correlation pa(v) between Nt and N2-

Theorem 6: In the stationary version of the process, the coiielation coefficient 

pa(v) for the supeiposition of two MAPs is the weighted mean of the individual conelation 

coefficients, the weights being propoitional to their respective variances Vai^IAffr)], that 

is, 

Proof: In the stationary version of the process, the variances 

VaitATi(a)] and Var[Af2(a)] of the respective counts in the intervals 

(0^3) and (va.va + a) are equal. Therefore 

_ Cov(v;a) _ Cov(l)(v;a) + Cov^via) 
Var[Af(a)] ' Var°>[N(a)1 + Var®[/V(a)]' 

since for the supeiposition, Var[JV(a)) and Cov(v;a) are the respective sums. Rewriting the 

numerator in terms of die individual correlation coefficients, 
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pWftQVaiWWQ] + pP)(v)Vaig)[^(Ql 
Pa Vai<,)[Ar(a)] + Var^fA^a)] 

The proof is complete since (54) and (55) are equivalent • 

The superposition correlation pa(v) is shown in Fig. 10. 

The procedure described for the various descriptors is not limited to the superpo

sition of just two MAP s, but can be easily extended to the supeiposition of k MAPs. The 

extension in the case of Var[Af(f)], Cov(v;a), and /(f) is trivial. For the others, the formu

las are stated below. 

H(t) -X'f + £ p,[ff(i)(f) - *(*/]. (56) 
i-1 

H\t) = X* + £ PI[*'«>(0 - (57) 
i-1 

k 
(58) 

I*1 

Pa(v) = £ pi°(v) . (59) 
''-1 £ Vai<,)[W(a)] 

i-i 

For k > 2, the lengthy expression for /(f) will be omitted. Although the results 

in this section have been stated for MAPs with single arrivals, they hold with minor 

modifications also for the BMAP s. 
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CHAPTERS 

PROCESS BEHAVIOR WITH DIFFERENT INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Whereas in Chapter 2 and 4 we have examined stationary versions of die indivi

dual process and the superposition respectively, here we study the effect of other initial con

ditions on the descriptors of the MAP. In this respect one important use of the asymptotic 

expansions of Aft(0 and M2(f) is brought out Let ma(t) be the linear asymptote of the 

expected number of arrivals in (0,t), given that we start the process at time 0 according to 

the probability vector a. Then ma(t) is given by 

ma(r) = X* r + ad - X* (60) 

obtained by premultiplying by a and postmultiplying by e in (32) and simplifying. We see 

that (10) is the special case where a = 

Similarly we have a general expression for the linear asymptote of the variance 

va(r) of N(t), the number of arrivals in the interval (0,0 for an arbitrary initial probability 

vector a. If we denote by Varo[N(0] the variance of the count in the interval (0,0 given 

that the process is started according to the initial vector a, then by definition 

Vara[tf(0] = aMrfOe + aM,(Oe - [aW,(r)e]2. (61) 

Upon substituting for the asymptotes of Mx(t) and Af2(0 obtained in (32) and (45) and 

simplifying, we get 
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v0(f) - [2cDj c - 2X*2 + Xa*]t + B0 + B ,(o) (62) 

where 

B0 = SX'2 - 2cd - 2cDje - (63) 

B ,(o) = ad - (ad)2 + 2a(e0 -DT'D^d - 2X*a(eO -D)_,d + ad2. 

An alternative way to obtain va(r) is to directly use row sum vectors of 

M i(f) and A/2(0 which are already known (see proof of Theorem 7). We note in (62) that 

the linear term does not depend on the vector a 

We next study one important special case of Fonnula (62). By using the asymp

totic expansions we establish the following result relating to the linear asymptote of 

Var[/Va(f)]. the variance of the number of counts in the interval (0,t) starting at an aibitraiy 

arrival epoch. 

Theorem 7: The linear asymptote va(t) of Var[A^(r)] is given by 

(64) 

Proof: Since 0  ̂specifies the phase of the MAP at an arbitrary arrival, 

Var[tfa(f)] = OarrMjUtye + 0^M,(r)e - [G^Af ,(f)e]2. (65) 
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As shown in [7] the row sum vectors M\{tyt and M2(t)e are given by the for

mulas 

M,(t)e = X*fe + [/ - exp(Df)](e0 - D)_,Dje, (66a) 

M2(/)e = X* Ve + 2fODj(eO - D)~lD\t e (66b) 

I I 
- 2(e8 - DTl[Mi{t) - Dj| exp{Du)du }Dje - 20Dl|exp(Du)<2u(eO - D)~lD\« e. 

Upon substituting the asymptotic value of Mx(f) obtained in (32) into (66b) and 

simplifying the remaining terms in (65) the result follows. • 

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows the graph of Var[JVa(r)] for the Examples a. and b. 

Next we lode at the behavior of the process over an arbitrary time interval with 

different initial conditions. This means that instead of starting the process according to the 

steady state vector 0 or according to 0 ,̂ we start the process according to an arbitrary 

probability vector a With this initial condition we evaluate various descriptors such as 

those discussed in Chapter 2. To do that we want computable expressions with the given 

initial conditions for the various descriptors. In most cases there are no explicit analytic 

expressions but the quantities are computed by numerical methods. 

To illustrate, Var0[W(t)], the variance of the counts in the interval (0,0 given 

that the process is started according to the vector a is given by 
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Vara[N(r)] = oM&yt + aAf,(t)e - [oM,(f)e]2. (67) 

Similarly, the covariance Cova(v;a), the correlation coefficient pa a(v) and the 

density fa(0 of the distribution of interanival time are given by 

Cov„(v;«) = aM ,(a)exp(Dt)Af ,(a)e (68) 

- JaM ,(a)ej ̂ oexp[D(r+o)]M,(a)ej, 

2. 
pfl.a(v) = Cova(v;a)[oW2(a)e + aW,(a)e - [aW,(a)e]2] 2 (69) 

• |aexp[D (r+a )]Af 2(a )e + aexp[D (t+a)]M i(a)e 

- [aexp(D (t+a ))M ,(a)e]2j 2. 

/aft) = aexp(DotX-0o)e. (70) 

In (70) we see that a,-, the j-th element of a is zero if there are no transitions 

into state j upon an arrival. Therefore (70) is defined only if 

Aj = 0 when the j-ih element of eT(Q - Dq) = 0. (71) 

We can proceed in a similar manner for the other descriptors described in 

Chapter 2; and may easily extend these foimulas for the superposition. 

In evaluating the above quantities, the matrix exponential, and the first and second 

factorial moment matrices are to be numerically computed. Algorithms for the computation 
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of the matrix exponential and the algorithms for computing Mx(t) and for the MAP 

are described in the next section. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPUTATION OF FIRST AND SECOND FACTORIAL MOMENT MATRICES 

Computation of the matrix exponential: We discuss briefly the uniformization 

method. The matrix exp(Dt) can be rewritten as 

The method therefore essentially involves computing exp(Dt) to high accuracy 

for a sufficiently small value of t. To avoid loss of significance, we write 

exp(Dx) = &£-Kh (73) 
aM) *• 

where IT is the stochastic matrix c~lD + / and c is the absolute value of die smallest diag

onal element in D. It is well known (see, for example [4]) that 

where n < 1 is the modulus of the second largest eigenvalue of K. 

Therefore if we truncate the series in (73) at a suitably high value N, the error in 

truncation given by 

exp(Dr) = [exp(Dt)]* where x = it-1;, for all * 11. (72) 

Kn =e0 + 0(TF) (74) 

E0 = e~cx £ ^f-K" 
«wv+i "' 

(75) 
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behaves like that of die Poisson density. By choosing x sufficiently small, we can compute 

exp(D x) to high accuracy with a modest number of teims. Then we may obtain exp(D/) for 

higher values of t using formula (72). 

The first and second factorial moment matrices Mx(t) and M£t) can be 

efficiently computed by truncating the infinite series involved and making use of recurrence 

relations at various stages in the computations. The essential steps are shown below. 

Theorem 8: For the MAP with group arrivals, is given by 

*t(0« £ £*?,!, £(") (76) 
*a0 V* + U-

where E(k+l) = KE(k) + C~1D\Km, £(0) = C_ID;. (77) 

Proof: To evaluate the integral in (20), the matrix exponentials in the integrand 

are substituted by their respective expansions as in (73) and we get that 

K*D\ £ (gft-")?" Kmdu (78) 

= c"V« £ £ re*'*'- =c~le~" £ £ 

Writing E(k) for the tenn £ Kmc~xD*lKk~m, we have the recurrence relation 
mm0 

E(k+1) = KE(k) + c~lD\KM, £(0) = c~lD], and therefore 
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*!«««-* £ (79) 
HmO W+IJ! 

Theorem 9: For the MAP with group arrivals, M2(0 is given by 

(80) 

where G(*+l) = c~lD\E(.k+l) + KG(k), G(.0) = C~2D\2, (81) 

and L(k+1) = C~\D\ - D\)L(k) + C~\D*2 - D])Km, L(0) = C~\D*2 - D\). 

Proof: For the MAP with group arrivals we have from (22) that 

M2(t) = 2| J exp(Dv )D J exp(D (u-v))D J exp(D (t-u ))dv du 

+1 exp(DuW'i - D'0 exp[D(t-u)]du. 

The similarity of the second tenn in die above expression with the expression on 

the right hand side in (20) is obvious. The corresponding steps in the calculations follow 

routinely from the proof of Theorem 8 upon replacing D\ by (D\ - D\). The first tenn, 

using die same expansion (73) for the matrix exponentials 

= 2 « ^ £  £  £  J J  fry)* (c(»~v))v ^^KkD'K*D*Kr 
k*0 r 4  0 0  

= 2c^c~2 ̂
MR, 11 V*(m—v)y(l—du dv KkD\fCvD\Kr 
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f„t\k+v+r+2 
= 2c"2£ s 1,̂ -7^-—Di*vDiKr 

(*+Vfr+2)! 

= 2c'2 £ £ £ KrD\Kk~'D\K,,-k. (82) 
,41 (n+2)! 44) r̂ > 

Setting G(k)= £ 2 Krc~lD\KH~k, we have the recurrence rela-
*-0 r-0 

tion 

G(*+l) = c_,£»l£(ik+l) + KG(k), G(0) = c-2/) ,̂ 

and (82) becomes 

Therefore 

<?£f G("> •• 

The matrices E(n), G(n) and L(n) can be computed in a routine manner by 

using the recurrence relations given in (76) and (80). Therefore, upon suitably truncating the 

series in (77) and (81), we can compute Mt(t) and M2(t). The next theorem is used to 

analyze the errors 

£ »=  2  ( 8 3 )  

*WY+1 (*+!)! 



*2=2 £ «-*!&(*>+ £ e-<<(ct-£LLik) 
k-N+1 (*+2)! tWV-fl (*+»)! 

in truncating the series in (76) and (80). 

Theorem 10: The error terms Ex and E2 are given by 
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(84) 

£i= £ « '̂-5g&*XV,ee +<>(*)], 
*wv+i 

(85a) 

*2 = 2 Z [*2X*V2eO + <>(*2)] (85b) 
(*+Z)! 

+ 2 «^§&kV",ee+«<*)]. 
AiN+I (*+1)> 

Proof: For convenience let us denote the first and second terms in (86) by 

E2i and £22 respectively. We will prove that 

*21 = 2 £ + o{k2)] (86) 
k-N+\ (K+Z)! 

The remaining part of the proof is apparent once (86) is proved. To prove (86), 

we have 

n~2G(n) = n~2 £ £ Krc~1D1Kk-rc-1D1K*-k (87) 
**> r-0 

n~2 £ £ + n~2 £ £ (88) 
*>0 r-0 k-j+l r>0 
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which on rewriting 

= n~2 X ^Krc~lDlKk-rc~lDxK',-k (89) 
k-0 r-0 

+ n~2KG(n - j - 1)] + n~\K'+x -K)G(n-j- 1), 

where it is the matrix eO. 

We first show that {Jfc~2G(jfc)} is bounded. To see this, we form the product 

k v 
e[*-2G(*)]e = *-20£>;;t X 

v-0 rM> 

which is bounded, since 

k~2i 
v-0 r*> M 

By choosing j sufficiently large, the third tenn in the second form in (XX) therefore can be 

made arbitrarily small. For any fixed j, the first term is arbitrarily small for k sufficiently 

large. Since the sequence of positive matrices {*-,£(*)} is bounded (by the same argu

ment as given earlier,) the last tenn can be made arbitrarily small for every fixed j by 

choosing k sufficiently large. 

Finally, it is readily seen that the second term k~2eBG(k-J-l) converges to 

c"2e0D*e0£>Je0 = c"2X* 2e0, (91) 
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On substituting for G(k) in the expression for £2i< we obtain (86). • 

If we define Aj to be slightly larger than 2X*2c~2e0, then 

E2l<Al(ct)2
e-« £ (XX) 

MV+J *! 

and so we see that die error term E2\ behaves like that for die Poisson density. A similar 

result holds for £22 rod Mi

llie following addition formulas enable recursive computation of 

Mi(nx) and M2(nx) for various values of n, staiting from Af2(x). 

Mi(h + - Mtfiyextfptd + exp(Dr,)Af ,(rj). (93) 

Mi(fi + '2) = M 2(f i)exp(D<2) + i(fj) + exp(Df \)M 2(f 2)-

From these it readily follows that 

M,(nx) = Af,[(n-l)x]exp(DT) + exp[D(n-l)x]Af ,(x), (94) 

M2(nx) = A#2Kn-l)t]exp(DT) + 2M,[(n-l)x]Af i(x) + exp[Dx(/i-l)]A/2(x). (95) 

Procedure for numerical computation: From Theorem 10 it is clear that the 

series in (76) and (80) behave in a stable manner, and since the error terms behave like 

those for the Poisson density, we can compute M j(x) and A/2(x) from (76) and (80) respec

tively by truncating the series involved at a suitable value N such that the difference in the 

respective row sums is of veiy small magnitude. The number of terms required to achieve a 
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desired accuracy for a fixed x will depend upon the sequence of matrices DK but we can 

always selea a suitably small interval x over which we can compute to high accuracy with 

a modest number of terms. That we use die recursive relations (94) and (95) to compute 

over increasingly larger intervals. 
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CHAPTER 7 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

To illustrate the effect of initial conditions on the superposition, the following 

MAPs are used as examples. 

Example (i) is a superposition of two identical MAPs with the matrices D0 and Di given 

by 

#00.0 =-2. for 1 £ / £ 20, 

D0(i,i+l) = 1.8, for 1 £ i £ 10, 

= 0.2, for 11 £ i £ 19, 

£>0(20,1) = 0.2, 

D,(/,/+l) = 0.2 for i Si £10, 

= 1.8, for 11 £ i £ 19, 

D,(20,l) = 1.8. 

All other elements of D0 and D j are zero. 

Example (//) is a supeiposition of two identical MAPs with D0 and Dx given by 

=-lOJlo, for 1 £ I £ 15, 

Do(i,i+l) = 9A<,, for 6£ i£ 10, 

= lOXo, for 11 £*£15, 

Z>o(15,l) = Do(15,6) ss 5Ao. 

D1(i,i+1)= 10V for 1 £ * £ S, 
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= Xo, for 6 £ / £ 10. 

with Ao = (2.4)"1. All other elements are zero. 

Example (HI) has the coefficient matrices 

= -10Xo. for 1 £ i £ 15, 

D JUCM+l) = 0.5Ao for 1 £ i £2, 

= lO^o. for 3 £ / £ 15, 

£>P(i,i+l) = 9.5Xo, for 1 £ 1 £ 2, 

with Ao = (1-267)"1 and 

D^ = -IOXO lOXo 

0 -lOOXo 

DP = 0 0 

0.5Xo 99.5 Xq 

with Xo = (95.24)"1. Each of these MAPs are time scaled so that the fundamental rate 

X* is one. In all examples the initial probability vector a is of the form 

a = [0, . . 0 , 1,0, . .0], 

so that a specific initial state is chosen. Three descriptors, pa(v), /«(») and H'a(t) 

will be examined for each of the examples. Figs. 13-21 show these descriptors for 

different choices of the vector a. For convenience the graph where the first process 

is started in Phase i and the second process in Phase j will be labeled (i J). 
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Discussion of the examples: Hie three examples have intentionally been 

chosen so that the physical behavior of the various MAP s can easily be visualized. 

By choosing various initial conditions and by examining the computed descriptors, 

we can gain an understanding of the behavior of the superposition when we focus 

on portions of the path functions which start with these selected initial conditions. 

Example (i) can be constructed starting with a Poisson process of rate 2. 

Blocks of ten successive points arc considered and some points within each block 

are deleted. We perform 10 Bernoulli trials for each block and in these, altemat-

ingly use a probability 1/10 or 9/10 to preserve a point. The process of the 

preserved points is the MAP with the given parameter matrices. A typical realiza

tion of the point process will show alternating time intervals with many and few 

points. 

When both component processes are started in the Phase 1, the graph of 

H'a(t) (solid line) shown in Figure 13 initially shows peaks and valleys correspond

ing to the times periods when both processes have many or few points. Similarly, 

when both processes start in the Phase 10, the high initial peak of the graph 

represents the coinciding "bursts" in the two processes. The peaks and valleys of 

that curve appear substantially at the same times, but inversely to the case where 

both component processes start out with a "sparse" interval. The Palm density, 

which corresponds to time t = 0 chosen at an arbitrary arrival is much less variable. 
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It show peaks and valleys which appear roughly midway between those in the 

preceding two cases. When one process starts in Phase 1 and the other in Phase 11 

the corresponding H'a(t) (dotted line) is almost constant at 2. The asymptotic 

behavior of all four curves is similar and suggests that the effect of the initial con

ditions is fully attenuated after some 40 time units. 

The graphs of the dispersion curves (Figure 14) show the same behavior, 

but since the dispersion curves are "smoother" they show less detail. In general, 

we find graphs of H'a(t) to be more easily inteipretable than those of corresponding 

dispersion functions. 

Since the correlation coefficient depends on Cov(v;a), Var[Afi(a)] and 

Var[W2(a)l. graphs of pa(v) (Figures 15, 18 and 21) are, in general, not so easily 

interpretable. The value of "a" in this case is 1.0 which is twice the mean sojourn 

time in one state of the component process. In Figure IS the graph of (10,10) drops 

shaiply to a negative correlation of about 0.2 and this corresponds to the low 

number of counts in Phases 1 to 10 following the high arrival rate in Phases 11 to 

20. The graph of (1,11) shows a sort of intermediate behavior when compared to 

the graphs of (1,1) and (10,10), just as in the graphs of H'a(t). 

Example (il) can be constructed as follows. We start with a Poisson pro

cess of rate IOAQ. We consider blocks of 5 successive points each. We preserve all 
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5 points in the first block. Then we perform Bernoulli trials for each of the next 5 

points with probability 1/10 of preserving a point All 5 points in the third block are 

deleted. Finally, with equal probability we move either to die first block or second 

block. The process of the preserved points is one of the component MAP s with die 

given parameter matrices. 

All graphs in Figures 16-18 show that the effect of initial conditions lasts 

for about 13 time units only. Thus, the effect on the descriptor of a "bursty" or a 

"sparse" interval is for a short time only, corresponding to a lesser degree of 

memory in the process, as compared with the previous example. The initial valley 

followed by the peak in die graph of (5,5) of H'a(t) (Figure 16) corresponds to the 

low arrival rate in Phases 5 to 15 followed by a "burst". A lesser variability is 

seen in the graph of (5,15) and the graph corresponding to the Palm density is even 

smoother. 

The value of the dispersion function in any interval depends on the 

expected number of counts and the corresponding variance of counts in that inter

val. When both processes are started in Phase 5, the initial drop in the graph of die 

dispersion function in Figure 17 corresponds to the interval when both processes are 

in Phases 5 to 10 and the process is more "regular". Subsequendy, the variability 

increases while the expected number of counts does not proportionately increase 

and this is reflected by the sharp rise in the same graph. After about 4 time units, 
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the effect of initial conditions becomes veiy small; the graphs become much 

smoother and converge to the constant asymptotic value of 1.59. 

In Figure 18, the large initial negative correlation shown in the graph of 

(5,5) corresponds to a higher probability of arrivals initially, in contrast to that in 

the subsequent intervals of length a = 0.25. Upon leaving Phase 15, with equal pro

bability, there is either a "burst" of arrivals (corresponding to Phases 1 to 5) or a 

"sparse" interval (corresponding to Phases 6 to 10). This is reflected in the initial 

positive correlation in the graph corresponding to (15,15). An intermediate sort of 

behavior between the preceding cases (dashed line) is seen when one process is 

started in Phase 5 and the other in Phase 15. 

Example (Hi) is a superposition of two MAP s, where MAP {I) describes a 

process moving in a cyclic manner with the same mean sojourn time through 15 

states; when there is a transition from Phases 1 or 2 a point is generated with pro

bability 19/20. MAP (2) is an interrupted Poisson process where the mean sojourn 

times in Phases 1 and 2 are approximately 9 and 190 respectively, and in Phase 2 

arrivals are generated according to a Poisson process of rate approximately 1. 

Therefore, a typical realization of MAP (I) consists of "bursts" of one or 

two points in quick succession separated from the next such "burst" by a fairly 

large gap. In the second process, we typically see long intervals in which points 
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arc generated according to a Poisson process, followed by shorter intervals without 

arrivals. When the two processes are started in Phases 2 and 1 respectively, the 

corresponding H'a(t) (Figure 19) is initially unaffected by MAP (I) (solid line). After 

about 3 time units the effect of arrivals in MAP (2) is seen in the upward trend of 

the same graph. When MAP (2) is started in Phase 2, the resultant process is just 

MAP{ 1) upon which is superimposed a Poisson process. This explains why die 

peaks and valleys corresponding to "bursts" and "sparse" intervals appear at the 

same time in the graph of (2,1) as in (3,2) but the graph is "shifted" upward. Since 

the steady state vector at arrivals of MAP (2) has die value [ 0.005 0.995 ], the 

graph corresponding to the Palm density is roughly similar to the graph of (3,2). 

The effect of die uniform arrival rate in Phase 2 of MAP (2) is shown by 

the dispersion function graph (dashed line) of (3,2) in Figure 20. In contrast the 

sharp peak in the graph of (2,1) corresponds to a "sparse" interval. The smooth 

behavior thereafter corresponds to the sojourn in Phase 2 of MAP (2). We observe 

also that in the graphs of (3,2) and the stationary version the asymptotic behavior 

can be clearly seen, while the graph of (2,1) converges much more slowly to the 

asymptotic value of 0.99. The effect of MAP (I) is not visible in the graphs because 

of the large time scale chosen. 

When MAP (I) and MAP (2) are started in Phases 3 and 2 respectively, die 

corresponding graph (dotted line) in Figure 21 shows zero correlation coefficient. 
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This is not astonishing and is explained as follows. In the initial interval 

corresponding to the sojourn in Phases 3 to 15 of MAP (I) there are no arrivals and 

the superposition therefore initially behaves almost like a Poisson process because 

of the long sojourn time in Phase 2 of MAP(2). Since MAP{2) is in Phase 2 most of 

the time, this effect is seen in all the graphs, which converge quickly to zero after 

an initial fluctuation. The large negative correlation seen in the graph of (2,1) 

corresponds to the high probability of an arrival in Phase 2 of MAP (2). 
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Figure 1: Palm density for Examples a. and b. 
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Dispersion 
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Figure 2: Dispersion function for Examples a. and b. 
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Figure 3: Density of the distribution of an arbitrary interarrival time 
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Figure 4: Coirelation coefficient for Examples a. and b. 
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Figure 5: Exponential peakedness for Examples a. and b. 
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Figure 6: Dispersion function for the supeiposition 
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Figure 7: Palm Density for the supeiposition 
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Figure 8: Density of interairival time distribution for the supeiposition 
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Figure 9: Exponential peakedness for the supeiposition 
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Figure 10: Correlation coefficient for the supeiposition. 
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Variance of counts 
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Figure 11: Variance of counts starting with an arbitrary arrival for 
Example a. 
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Figure 12: Variance of counts starting with an arbitrary arrival for 
Example b. 
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Figure 14: Dispersion function for Example (i) 
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Figure 15: Correlation coefficient for Example (i) 
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Figure 16: H'a(t) for Example (ii) 
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Figure 17: Dispersion function for Example (ii) 
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Figure 18: Correlation coefficient for Example (ii) 
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Figure 19: H'a(t)  for Example (iii) 
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Figure 20: Dispersion function for Example (iii) 
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Figure 21: Correlation coefficient for Example (iii) 
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